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And although the victim was only a dummy,
the Heston team had to treat it as they would a
live human being with what could possibly be
life-threatening injuries.
Kempton’s magnificent engine house

provided the team with just what they needed
and they were soon up on the crane gantry
planning the rescue. Meanwhile, the dummy
was draped over a railing in the basement to
simulate a fall and all the firemen had to do
was jump off the top of Triple No.6… on a stout
piece of rope, of course.

When local firefighters needed a suitably
scary spot to practise rescue drills,
Kempton’s Triple House proved just the job.
The boys from Heston Blue Watch came

dressed for combat, with protective clothing,
hard hats and carrying two-way radios. A pair
of brightly polished fire engines arrived loaded
with tackle, stretchers and, in the absence of a
live volunteer, a large stuffed dummy.
Behind the cheery banter, this was a serious

training mission to practise rescuing people
from dangerous and difficult locations.

Porsches make it a supercar Sunday

Blue Watch rescue mission

Visitors flocked to our June steaming weekend to
see a magnificent display of sports and supercars
built by one of Germany’s finest.

On display were Porsches ranging from a pair of
356 Coupés to the very latest 911s – all provided by
members of Porsche Club GB.

In addition to the club’s own beautifully restored
356, Mel Spear brought his sensational 964 race
car – one of only 120 Cup racers built in 1991 –
trailered to Kempton in all its competition glory.
Club members enjoyed their day at the museum so
much that they are keen to repeat the event this year
at the June steaming on Sunday 19 June. Full details
will  be on the website.

Two beautifully restored 356 Coupés (left) and Mel Spear’s sensational 964 Cup racer, one of only 120 built

Crossness marks 150 years

Kempton Trustees and committee members
were delighted to help celebrate the 150th
anniversary Sir Joseph Bazalgette’s ground-
breaking sewage works, opened in 1865 and
now Grade I listed. This magnificent site,
home to four Victorian beam engines, is now
open to the public on selected days. Go to
www.crossness.org.uk for more details.
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Kempton chairman takes late retirement!
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Museum bids farewell to Ron Early
Kempton colleagues joined friends and family
to say goodbye to Ron Early, who died in May.
Ron had been suffering from cancer for

some years, but never let it get in the way of his
commitment to the museum. He carried on as
secretary to the KGES committee until he
became too ill to attend and one of his last
visits to the engine house was to celebrate the
marriage of two of the museum’s volunteers.
During Ron’s years as a Kempton volunteer,

he masterminded numerous projects in the
engine house and was a major contributor to
the annual Gadgets & Gizmos exhibition on the
March steaming weekend.
One of Ron’s last projects was to redesign

the museum’s foyer and instal the excellent
new desk and lighting system. A reassuring
presence on the museum committee, what he
will be most remembered for is his humour, his
generosity and his huge contribution to
Kempton Steam Museum. His wife Sue was
also a valuable member of the volunteer army
and our condolences go to her and the family.

Always with his finger on the button, Ron’s great
contribution to Kempton will be sorely missed

The Kempton Great Engines Society’s long-serving chairman,
Peter Matthews, has retired after 17 years at the helm.
During his long tenure, Peter set up Kempton’s computer

system and, with his skill as a photographer and knowledge of
movie making and film editing, played a vital role in documenting
the rebirth of the engine house and the restoration of the
Triple, producing most of the DVDs now on sale to the public.
Peter also oversaw negotiations with film companies for

location work in and around the engine house, bringing in
valuable revenue to museum funds over the years.
Thanks to his expertise in electronics, Peter was also able to

design and build a solid-state direct current (DC) supply prior
to the restoration of the Mercury Arc Rectifiers. This system is
still in use today as an alternative and back-up to the MAR.
Peter enjoyed many interests and hobbies away from

Kempton, but they never kept him and his wife Janet away
and they were nearly always to be seen at steaming weekends –
Peter as PIC and Janet welcoming visitors in the foyer and
helping on the refreshments counter. Volunteers will also
remember the excellent Christmas parties Peter and Janet
hosted in the engine house every year.
On behalf of the members and volunteers, the KGES

committee would like to thank Peter and Janet for their
contributions to Kempton Steam Museum. As a mark of their
appreciation, the committee has granted Peter Honorary Life
Membership of the Society and hope he and Janet will continue
visiting the museum he did so much to help create.

The role of chairing the
Kempton Great Engines
Society committee has now
passed to Bernard Chorley
(right), who first joined the
museum as a volunteer on
his retirement from the
National Physical Laboratory
in Teddington.
As a graduate in Computer

Science, Bernard brings
valuable skills to the every-
day running of the museum,
not least overseeing the IT
system and websites.
Bernard’s involvement with

the railway, where he doubles
as train driver on Darent and
operations manager, provides
a valuable link between the
two main attractions that
combine to make up
Kempton Steam Museum.

Movie making is one of Peter Matthews’s passions and he put his expertise to good
use documenting the rebirth of Kempton and its working Triple as a visitor attraction

Peter and Janet enjoying another of their shared hobbies – sailing

Bernard juggles museum and railway duties

New hand on museum tiller

Unflappable, calm and capable,
Bernard never loses his cool and he
should prove a safe pair of hands on
the Kempton tiller for years to come.

Morris troupe pays
homage to spring
Kempton volunteer David Seager and his
friends from Kingston and Spring Grove
Morris were a runnaway success when they
took over the turbine floor last March.

In fact, so popular were they that they’re
back on 20 March this year!
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Record turnout for
Kempton Classic 
Over 100 cars and bikes delight the crowds on one
of the museum’s busiest-ever steaming weekends

Clockwise from above: a gorgeous red 1936
Singer shares the picnic ground with a replica
three-wheeler; one of a pair of dinky pedal cars
on display; Phil Brett creates quite a stir with
the ex-Jeremy Clarckson Ford GT

As usual, The Kempton Classic was one of
the biggest draws of the year, yet we were
still amazed by the incredible turnout.

Cars began arriving early and by the time
the museum opened to the public, there were
dozens of vehicles on display. Classic motor-
cycles streamed through the gates and we were
even treated to a pair of vintage pedal cars.

One of the biggest crowd pullers proved to
be Phil Brett’s stunning Ford GT, originally
owned by none other than the BBC’s bête
noire, Jeremy Clarkson.

Inspired by the Le Mans-winning GT40 of
the 1960s, Ford built just over 4,000 of these
modern supercars with a specially designed
5.4-litre supercharged engine producing an
eyewatering 550bhp. With a six-speed Ricardo
gearbox and limited-slip diff, the Ford GT can
top 60mph in just 3.5 seconds and do over
200mph… although not on the A316!

The Kempton Classic is becoming well-
known fixture on the car calendar, partly
thanks to magazines such as Classic and
Sports Car, which has supported the event
with coverage since it first started. Magazine
Chief Sub-Editor David Evans made his usual
welcome appearance in his white BMW 2002
Tii and Greg Bricher – another show regular –
brought along his newly restored Jaguar
420G. And at nearly 17ft long, it needed all
the parking space it could find!

• This year’s Classic will be held on Sunday
25 September so if you would like to bring a
car or bike, email kemptonsteam@gmail.com

Don’t miss this
year’s show!

Sunday
25 September

The railway had a good year in 2015, with
special events such as the Easter Egg Hunt,
Halloween Ghost Trains and Santa Specials
drawing big crowds. A lot of planning and hard
work went into each – for the Ghost Train ‘set’,
volunteers had to erect a temporary tunnel full
of spiders’ webs and ghoulish items to house
the Grim Sweeper (armed with a broom rather
than a scythe), along with bats, ghouls, creepy
music and a skeleton.
Come Christmas, it was time for the Santa

Special, complete with sleigh and reindeer.
Darent chuffed round the track on its way to
Santa’s grotto, again, suitably decorated with
twinkling lights and an elf to help him hand out
gifts. The event was so popular, they had to run
extra trains and were still turning people away.
The toy train in the picnic area has proved

a big hit with kids and the new ticket office is

now in place, painted and looking very good. 
Before the railway reopens in March, there

are three major projects to be completed,
including moving a large section of track to
ease the curve, extending the platform by 10m
and Darent’s boiler inspection and service.

Ghouls and Santa are railway winners

Elf and Santa aboard Darent for the Santa Special
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Century Millwrights team seals in the new tarmacUsing the digger made clearing the rubble easier

Pipe is exposed but a lot more earth and rubble still
need to be removed before repairs can begin

With a section cut out
of the exposed

pipework, the flange
can be lifted out

John Vineer of Century Millwrights marks out the
target and makes the first cuts in the tarmac

Safety concerns prompt Thames to plug
leaking mains pipe
Blanking plate means no more wet
feet between car park and museum

When the engine house was closed in
1980, the pressure-main pipework
had to be isolated. On the remaining

pressure-main side, this was properly done
using steel plates bolted to cleaned flanges.
However, on the Triple side, the broken pipes
were simply plugged with poured concrete and
the excavations back-filled. 
Years later, when Triple No.6 was restored

and water pumped in a circuit between the
engine and the suction well, the movement of
the water loosened the concrete plug, causing
it to leak into the surrounding ground. As time
went on, the leak got worse, with water coming
up through the drains, flooding the route
between the car park and the engine house
and forcing visitors to walk the long way round.
On steaming weekends, the suction well had to
be refilled several times a day to maintain the
required water level to safely operate the Triple.  
The issue of the leak had been raised with

Thames Water on a number of occasions but it
was not until early 2015 that safety concerns
finally prompted TW to pay for the repair work.

Team marks the target
Luckily, there were accurate drawings and
photos confirming the depths and positions of
the underground pipework. Century Millwrights,
based at the London Museum of Water and

Steam (Kew) and run by John Vineer and
Declan Conneely, provided a very competitive
quote plus a comprehensive method statement
and risk assessment. Thames accepted the
quote and work started on 6 July, just hours
after obtaining the TWOSA (Thames Water
Operational Safety Authority) from Colin
Wright, who proved very helpful, providing ‘Hot
Work’ TWOSAs on a daily basis when it came
to cutting the pipe with grinding discs. 
Fortunately, Bernard Chorley, Bernard Hales

and John Morson were happy to loan Century
Millwrights their mini-digger, which was perfect
for the job. The CM team soon located the target,
covered in six inches of reinforced concrete,
but it took several days’ hard work with a Hilti
hammer to finally reveal the pipe.

Exposing the pipework
Thick concrete around the sides of the pipe
had to be broken away to expose enough of it
for the next phase of the work to begin.
Meanwhile, a ramp had to be created to allow
the digger to work at a lower level. 
By 13 July, the CM team was ready to start

cutting sections out of the pipe, close to the
flange they were to remove. The first sections
had to be cut right through the pipe wall but,
once these were removed and internal access
gained, the remaining sections could be
removed by scoring to half-depth. Then, using
a sledge hammer, the cast-iron sections could
be broken away cleanly. Meanwhile, residual
water was drained using an electric pump.
Finally, the flange nuts were removed, leaving
the bolt heads embedded in the concrete –
acting as studs – allowing the flange to be
lifted out using the crane.
The face of the remaining flange was now

cleaned up and accurate measurements taken
of the flange diameter and the PCD of the
bolts. Once back at Kew, the CM team took
delivery of a large steel plate and machined it
to size with holes for the studs, an 8.0mm
groove for an O-ring to provide the new seal
and a threaded hole for a lifting eye.

Sealed for life
When the team returned a week later, Dave
Pearce was on hand with the beautifully
restored Ransoms and Rapier crane, to lower
the new steel disk into place.
With the pipe sealed, work could begin on

backfilling the excavation and resurfacing the

road. Because this section of road provides
alternative access to Thames’s operating site
and is often used by heavy vehicles, Century
Millwrights hired a front-loader and a hefty road
roller, plus supplies of sub-grade and, once
everything was ready, hot tarmac.
By Friday 7 August, the job was finished, the

equipment put away and the site cleared. The
whole project was completed in five weeks,
which was well within the quoted time and,
better still, it was to budget!

Job well done
Since the work was carried out, the Triple has
been in steam over three weekends, plus once
for a private party, and there has been no sign
of flooding. Once filled, the suction well needs
no further attention for the rest of the day and
hardly any topping up on the following one. 
All in all , this is a very successful outcome for
Kempton, thanks to a well-executed project by
Century Millwrights.
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Having removed the east barring engine on
Triple No.7 to investigate how it had been
mounted, it was now time to put it back.
First we had to drill two holes through the

concrete floor so that we could fit captive
bolts – two nuts and five bolts were captive
in one way or another. Even with a 3in
diamond-tipped core cutter and a powerful
SDS drill it was no easy task. The concrete
was very hard and a steel, sub-beam par-
tially blocked what should have been one
of the vertical holes. After a lot of chipping
away with hammer and chisel, the two
holes were finally wide enough to take the
bolts from underneath.
Refitting the unit was removal in reverse.

First, having relieved all the surrounding
concrete by a few millimetres, the base
plate was lowered into place and the first
captive bolt inserted Two short bolts then
fixed the forward part of the base plate to
the main structure, engaging in the original
captive nuts left in place when we began.
The barring engine itself was then lifted,

using a pair of chain hoists on the crane,
and carefully lowered over that first captive
bolt. Lowering it further allowed the barring
engine to be pivoted to clear the Triple’s fly-
wheel and line up with the base plate.
Using the chain hoists gave us a few
useful degrees of tilt.
It was only once the barring engine was

lowered into place that we realised we had
made a mistake and used the wrong bolt –
it was around half-an-inch too long. So it
was back to square one, the barring engine
and base plate had to be lifted out again
and the correct bolt used. This time, all the
bolts were measured carefully, marked up
and matched to the correct fixing positions.
By the second attempt, we were getting

the hang of it and it went without a hitch.
The original pipework has been reconnect-
ed to the barring engine, which can be run
on compressed air. The whole operation
took 14 months, but we now know the best
way to tackle a similar job, should it arise
on Triple No.6 – the working engine.

Martin Grounds and David Vinograd check the
chains hoists attaching the engine to the crane

Barring engine
back in place

Readers may remember that having restored the
Lilleshall governor in 2006, it then developed a
fault in 2013. Thanks to help from the Museum of
Power, we got it working again, but we felt that as
a hands-on exhibit, operating it could be more user
friendly. The man tasked with achieving this was
volunteer Bill Salkilld.

The governor’s original electronic speed control
consisted of a small, flimsy control knob, mounted
on a handrail in a less than ideal location. Bill’s
brief for a new control was simple: it should have a
large handle able to be easily turned around five
revolutions. This would require a large shaft and
bearings, which ruled out using a small rotary
potentiometer to support the new handle.

After a lot of thought and head-scratching, Bill
decided to modify a second-hand 1½-inch gate
valve so that the moving gate would operate a
linear potentiometer and a switch. He would then
install this modified valve in a lectern, similar to
others in the museum, which could also display
information about the governor and instructions
how to operate it. The body of the modified valve
was hidden in an enclosure under the lectern, with
the top part and valve handle remaining visible, in
keeping with the theme of the engine house.

The speed control uses a variable-frequency
three-phase converter, originally lying loose on the

floor, but now incorporated into the base of the
lectern to provide extra
weight, while also hiding the
converter from sight. 

The complete assembly
was built from more than 40
manufactured parts, all of
which came from stock or
reclaimed scrap items found
around the site. The total
cost of purchased compo-
nents was less than £20 and,
thanks to Bill’s ingenuity, we
now have a robust working
display to delight visitors, youngsters in particular.

Lilleshall governor gets
new control

Bill Salkilld’s modified gate valve makes operating
the governor easy for visitors to the turbine floor

Meet the team… Len Hand

Len gets to grips with the No.6 barring engine as visitors gather to watch

Like so many volunteers, it
was a casual encounter
with the late Ron Early
that persuaded Len to sign
up: ‘He was so friendly
and keen to answer all my
questions, that before I
knew it, I was a volunteer!’ 
And Ron knew a good

thing when he saw one
because Len had much to
offer. He was apprenticed
to Hotchkiss, studying
heavy engineering, then
went on to study electrical
engineering. But his first
love has always been cars
and Jaguars, in particular.
As Chairman of the

Jaguar Drivers’ Club Mark
10 Register, he is the main
point of contact for anyone
in need of help with a
Sixties Jaguar saloon.
After nearly 10 years at

Shepherd Neame brewery,
Len set up on his own,
restoring and maintaining
classic Jaguars and other
British cars. Meanwhile, in
his spare time, he enjoys
looking after his stationary
engine collection.
Len joined the Thursday

team and his engineering
knowledge and experience
is only matched by his
humour and enthusiasm.

Living in nearby Hampton
made popping down to the
engine house easy… until last
summer, when Len and his new
wife, Kempton Press Officer
Gaynor Cauter, moved to the
West Midlands.
But the call of Kempton is a

strong one and it would take
more than a 150-mile, four-hour
drive to keep Len and Gaynor
away on steaming weekends.
Thanks to the generosity of

Jerry and Rick Scholefield, who
always have a bed made up

ready, the pair have yet to miss
a steaming weekend and the
sausage rolls keep on coming!

Len and Gaynor make it legal at last
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Secretary: Nick Reynolds, Leat House, 
26 London Street, Whitchurch, Hants RG28 7LQ
Telephone/Fax 01256 892325

Kempton Great Engines Society
Secretary: Bill Salkilld
Email: kemptonsteam@gmail.com

Membership Secretary: Andrew Oliver,
020 8570 6192; email aioliver@tiscali.co.uk

Press Officer: Gaynor Cauter
01568 720571; email kemptonsteam@gmail.com

Kempton Steam Museum: 01932 765328 (Tuesdays,
Thursdays and steaming weekends)
www.kemptonsteam.org

Editorial 
Gaynor Cauter and John Barnes
Printing
Culverlands, Winchester

The Trust’s aims
1. To restore to steam one of the two historical triple
expansion engines at Kempton Park Pumping Station
for Thames Water.
2. To operate the restored engine for public viewing
on selected weekends each year.

Data Protection
Society members should be aware that information on
the membership and renewal forms is held on record
for use by the officers of the Society and Trust only.

Turbine auxiliary set restoration – part 5 

You may remember that in our last
report, we described freeing a 30-inch
gate valve by soaking it for a couple

of weeks in a well-known brand of cola.
Luckily, the other valves needed to provide a
water path for the cooling water circulating
pump were in usable condition, albeit a little
stiff.  So it was now time to fill the circulating
pump and the rest of the associated auxiliary
set pipework with water.

Initially, there were no major leaks.
However, we then discovered that the ‘steam
space’ in No.9 turbine was also filling with
water. This is the space into which the turbine’s
exhaust steam would condense before being
pumped back to the boiler by the condensate
pump. After quickly draining off the water,
some head scratching ensued. How was cooling
water getting into a space which should only
contain condensing steam and condensate?
The only conclusion was that one or more of
the tubes in the turbine’s condenser – through
which the pump circulates cooling water to
condense the exhaust steam – was leaking.

The cast-iron endplates were removed from
both sides of the condenser to reveal the ends
of the 840 5/8-inch diameter bronze tubes. To
find out if any of these was leaking, we
refilled the steam space with water and noted
which tubes were either seeping or had water
running out of them – about 40, it turned out. 

Using an ingenious method he developed
himself, Stephen Fielding then blanked off the
leaking tubes using tap washers. We decided
that losing 40 out of 840 tubes was unlikely to
have a significant effect on water flow
through the condenser.   

The discovery of the leaking tubes in the
condenser explains why, when we dismantled
the condensate pump the year before, we
found it to be heavily scaled up. Under normal
circustances, this should not have happened
because condensate is effectively distilled
water containing no dissolved solids. The
result of the leak was that condensing steam
and the condensate pump was pulling ‘hard’
cooling water into what should have been
uncontaminated boiler feed water.

The 15hp DC motor powering the auxiliary set
had already been removed from the basement for
a spot of TLC and subsequently reinstalled.
With the motor starter and its cabinet now

magnificently restored to as-new condition,
the motor was given a final check, only to find
that, once again, there were signs of damp in
the armature windings, tripping the power
supply when we tried to start it.

By a remarkable stroke of good luck, Mike
Knowlton, one of the exhibitors at our
September car show, was in business repair-
ing and reconditioning motors and electrical
machinery. If we could get the armature to his
factory in Southampton, he would give it the
once over using his specialist equipment. So,
the motor was lifted from its plinth yet again,
dismantled, and the armature taken to
Southampton. We await the results.

The latest twist in this long-running saga is
that we now have yet another gate valve in
need of attention. To limit the possibility of
unwanted leaks when we finally get the
auxiliary set running, it seemed prudent to
isolate the other auxiliary set – No.8 – from
the suction well. Accordingly, we made sure
that all the valves on No.8 that needed to be
closed were in fact closed. However, one of
the smaller valves on a 3-inch pipe suffered a
fractured valve spindle when we tried to move
it. On dismantling, it was apparent that the
11/4 inch  bronze spindle was already partial-
ly fractured, as well as its bronze nut, which
was firmly fixed to the threaded spindle by
scale.

Another job for that well-known make of
cola it would seem!

Condensate pump on No.9 dismantled Condenser tubes look fine from this angle

Signs of leakage on No.9 condenser tubes

Seized valve caked with scale ready for cola!

Fractured bronze spindle from No.8 set
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